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Free trade has long been accepted amongst economists as the
desideratum for global prosperity. But if free trade in goods is to
be secured it needs to be accompanied by unhindered cross-border
movements of money, finance and capital. Considerable progress in
freeing up financial markets was made during the 1980s. National
banldng and capital markets were opened to foreign competition and
international financial markets expanded. As aresult, banks and other
financial institutions operating in the large industrial countries now
compete to a considerable degree free ofinterestrate controls,product
barriers, and territorial restrictions.

However, developments in the 1990s suggest some contraly trends,
namely ‘re-regulation’ in the guise of the Basle capital standards and
the perception that the world economy may be coalescing into a set
of geographictrade blocs.The European SingleMarket projectandthe
European EconomicArea, the Canadian-U.S. Free Trade Agreement
(CUSTA), the North American Free TradeAgreement (NAFTA) and
the Enterprise for theAmericas Initiative, and (to a lesser extent) the
Asean Free Trade Agreement (AFTA), are examples of efforts to
remove trade barriers between the countries concerned, including
moves to facilitate inter-regional movements of capital and finance
and create genuinely transnational markets for financial and other
services. To the extent that these agreements incorporate features
and concessions which go beyond what might be contemplated at a
global level (concessions to some are effectively privileges being
denied to others), there is adanger that theagreements mightweaken
commitments to multilateralism.
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Ifthe formation of thesetrade areas is followedbycurrency zones—
the adoption within the regions of fixed exchange rates or monetary
union—it could lead to major alterations to international monetary
arrangements and national monetary policies. Some argue that the
world is evolving into a tripolar monetary system with the United
States, the European Union and Japan serving as the focal point of
North American, European and East Asian trade andcurrency areas.
While this view is a considerable simplification in that it overlooks
the forces bringing about trade and financial integration at a global
level, it is interesting to note that as long ago as 1960, Robert Triffin
argued that the stabilization of exchange rate parities within regional
blocs, coupled with somewhat looser forms of cooperation between
them, could pave the way to a new world monetary order.

This paper examines the inter-relationships between trade integra-
tion, financial integration and monetary integration. It first examines
the links between trade and finance and the conditions needed for
financial liberalization, whichgo far beyond thatof financial deregula-
tion at the national level. Financial liberalization includes the right to
sell financial services cross-border, rights of establishment for foreign
enterprises, and the rules and regulations covering the scope of their
operations. Important differences are found to exist between the
approach of the United States and the more market-based one of
the European Union. The section after that considers the effects of
financial integration where it is argued that more open financial mar-
kets have released a vast quantity of financial assets, altering the
methods by which payments imbalances are financed and exchange
rates are determined. This leads on to the consideration of exchange
rate regimes. Governments have dismantled capital controls and
opened up financialmarkets buthave toleratedexchange ratevolatility,
and in this way theyhave left in place apotentially significantmarket
barrier in the form ofexchange rate uncertainty; monetary integration
and currency zones are the topics of the last section.

Financial Integration
In his book TheRiseand Decline ofNations, Mancur Olson observes

that significant periods ofeconomic developmenthave followedwhen-
ever a much bigger geographic area is created that has internal free
trade, citing for illustration the European Union (EU). This example
suggests possible links between trade and financial and monetary
integration. For many years the EU was a customsunion with limited
capital mobility, duringwhich timethe provisions implicit in theTreaty
of Rome for the freedom of trade in financial services lay dormant.
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From this, it has evolved into a single market for both goods and
services, free of impediments to capital mobility, and markedby long
periods of exchange rate stability. The EU still retains the objective
of monetary union in which the single market will be served by a
common currency. Thus in Europe trade, liberalization of financial
services, and monetary integration are seen as mutually supportive
goals. Are the three complementary and does this apply as well in
other contexts, e.g., NAFTA? What is needed to bring about financial
and monetary integration?

An integrated financial market allows savers to place their funds,
borrowers to obtain finance, andbanks and other financial institutions
to engage freely in financial activities anywhere within the market
area. Financial integration consequently requires freedom of capital
movements and market access for financial services. These two aspects
feature prominently—and for good reasons—in recent General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) negotiations, and in agree-
ments to establish free trade zones; for example, the text of NAFTA
contains chapters on investment, flnaneial services, cross-border trade
in services, and temporary access for business persons. Amongst
OECD countries, measured output of financial services represents
some5—10 percent of total value added, and the share of the financial
services industry in total employment is roughly of the same order.
Whileexchange controls and entry restrictions upon foreign financial
enterprises exist, domesticproducers offinancial servIces are sheltered
from international competition. The benefits of competitive pressures
upon domestic financial institutions which come from their removal
can be expected to accruealso over time in terms ofdynamic efficiency,
ensuring that financial institutions have access to newly-developed
financial instruments and use best-practice financing techniques. The
case of Mexico’s financial system under NAFTA comes to mind in
view of the relatively underdeveloped markets which exist at present
for corporate banking and derivatives.

Liberalization of financial services has significance also for resource
allocation in sectors using financial markets. Financial services for the
most part fall into the category of services treated by GATT as being
complementary to international trade in goods.’Also, financial services
can be seen as an intermediate input in the production process for
non-financial enterprises.2 On both accounts there must be the

‘Koekkoekand Leeuw (1987). GATF concepts and the relevance to services are examined
by Snape (1990) and Balasubramanyam (1992).
aThls is a generalizationofthe ideaofputting money balances in the a~regatlonproduction

function (Prais 1975), building onfrom the ideaofmoney as acapital good (Friedman 1956).
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presumption that liberalization of financial flows is needed to realize
fully the benefits of freer trade in goods (and non-financial services)
in much the same way as a unified capital market financial system is
desired within national boundaries in order to better service the
economy.

But what defines appropriate market access for financial services?
International financial services are provided in two main ways: through
onshore markets on an establishment basis or via offshore or
Euro—markets on a trade-in-services basis.3 Liberalization of financial
services flows thus covers two areas: cross-border transactions and
direct foreign investment. The first involves the right to sell across
borders, theother concerns the right to establish in the host country.
While the two raise different conceptual issues, in practical terms
they are closely related.

Cross-border Financial Transactions
Provision ofservices long distance has long been afeature ofinterna-

tional banking. During the 1950s and 1960s banks discovered that
some wholesale banldng services could be produced externallyto the
home market. Low comparative production costs, low transportation
costs, and less costly regulatory requirements encouraged regulatory
arbitrage and the diversion of banking services overseas. These off-
shore financialmarkets have few equivalents in other industries offer-
ing the same perspectives. First, themarkets provide a ready illustra-
tion to financiers of the opportunities denied by regulation. Second,
the emigration of financialbusiness to the markets create a persistent
pressure upon authorities to lighten domestic regulations.

Cross-border transactions have not featured greatly in recent trade
negotiations. Nevertheless, cross-border finance continues to be a
significant factor for domestic banking markets. This is illustrated by
recently collated data4 for the commercial and industrial (C&I) loan
market in theUnitedStates. The supply of loans comes from domestic
and foreignbanks, sourced locally or from overseas locations—princi-
pally London, Tokyo (the Japan Offshore Market), and the offshore
booking centres in the Caribbean—giving a four-way classification.
At theend of 1991, the $777 billion ofloans were distributed as shown
in Table 1.

The statistics are of interest in documenting both the extent to
which loans were sourced from overseas (23percent of the total) and

3Traditional cross-border foreign banking accounts for a small and shrinking component
of international banking (see Lewis and Davis 1987: chap. 8)
4The data were collated by two researchers at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
(McCauley and Seth 1992).
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the size of foreign-owned banks’ share of the C&I loan market (45
percent); this is a larger foreign penetration than in any other sector
of the U.S. economy. While there were cost savings to both foreign
andU.S.-owned banks from bookingloans offshore andcircumventing
U.S. regulations, thecost advantage was larger for the foreign-owned
banks, andwhereas the Fed has discouraged U.S. banks from puthng
U.S. business through their foreign branches, no explicit guidelines

• against booking domestic business offshore has been given to for-
eign banks.

TABLE 1

DIs’rRIBuTION OF U.S. COMMERCIAL
AND INDUSTRIAL LOANS, 1991

(PERCENT)

U.S.-Owned Foreign-Owned
Banks Banks

Onshore Loans 52 25
Offshore Loans 3 20

Regulatoryarbitrage in thisform blurs theonshore-offshore distinc-
tion and by all accounts the U.S. branches and agencies of foreign
banks were closely involved in the growth of offshore loans to C&I
enterprises, and for the under-reporting of the loans in previous
statistics.5 Thus itwould seem that trade in financial services is greatly
facilitated by the presence of foreign institutions in the domestic
market. When credit is provided borrowers have to be sought out,
contact made, borrowing proposals evaluated, the performance of
loans monitoredand (possibly) work-out arrangements andrepayment
‘holidays’ negotiated. All of these are aided by the information
exchanges in relationship banking (Lewis 1992). Increasingly, also,
financial services,are sold not bought, and the marketingofloans and
other products such as derivatives is facilitated by close proximity, in
order to establish and sustain business custom.

Foreign direct investment in banking may range from some
low-level presence. such as a representative office through agencies,

5As the U.S. Treasurywrote: “. . . largeamounts ofoff-shore loans to U.S. non-bankresidents
are not being properly reported. In large part, under-reporting of foreign loans mayarise
because the non-bank borrower isunsure where the loan is actually booked. This confusion
is particularly likely in instanceswhere a U.S. finn is granted a loan from aforeign source
but all loan servicing transactions are handled by a bank or other intermediary in the
United States” (Letter from Manager, Treasury International Capital Reporting System,
Department of Treasury, 1 May 1986. Reported in McCauley and Seth 1992).
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subsidiaries, joint ventures to a full branch operation. The nature of
theestablishment andthe rules and regulationsunder which the finns
operate have to be determined.

Rights of Establishment
When a bank provides financial services across national borders

without a presence in the customer’s countiy, it does so under home-
country rules. When it does so by establishment, there are three
possibilities (or a combination of them): host-country rules; home-
countryrules; or some agreed or harmonizedrules negotiated interna-
tionally, bilaterally or as part of an FTA. Anumber of approaches can
be considered.

Most Favored Nation. As laid down in article 1 of GAIT, this
principle implies that anyadvantageous measure takenby anycontract-
ing party, relating to trade with any other contracting party, shall be
applied equally to trade with all other contracting parties. But it is
consistent with any domestic policy towards foreign-owned banks. A
country is agreeing not to favor banks from one country over those
from anyother country, not to ensure competitiveequalitywithdomes-
tic banks.

Reciprocity. A country may open its financial markets to foreign
enterprises because it wishes to gain entry to foreign markets for
its own banks. Reciprocity is a mutual concession of advantages or
privileges. Some countries maywish to have reciprocity appliedwith
strict numericalparitye.g., bank forbank, branchforbranch,andsoon.
Usually reciprocity is defined as either reciprocal national treatment
or as mirror-image reciprocity. Under reciprocal national treatment
foreign institutions are given treatment identical to that afforded
domestic counterparts in a host country provided that their home
country puts banks from the host country concerned on the same
competitive footing as domestic institutions. A weaker version—
threatenedby the UnitedStates in termsofthe FairTrade in Financial
Services bill—would discriminate against enterprises from countries
with financialmarkets closed to foreigners, not by denying themequal
access today but by excluding them from the benefits of any future
liberalization in domestic markets unless they first free up their own
financial markets.

Mirror-Image Reciprocity. This rule would confine the activities of
financial institutions in the host country to those which theauthorities
of the secondcountry allow foreign institutions to conduct in its own
territory i.e. country A’s banks have the same powers in country B
that B’s have in A. Use of reciprocity has a number of drawbacks.
When two countries or zones seek to apply the principle bilaterally,
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and restrictions are imposed on both sides, the least common denomi-
nator of activities permitted in each is left. If applied to institutions
from a group of countries a hotch-potch of regulatory rules could
result.

National Treatment. Apolicy ofparity oftreatment betweenforeign
anddomestic banks in like circumstances, or national treatment, was
the cornerstone of the United States’ International Banking Act 1978
(although reciprocity still operates at the state level), and it is the
most generally accepted standard in international banking. It applies
host-country rules to foreign and domestic institutions, irrespective
ofthe treatment thatdomestic institutions receivein thehomecountry
of the foreign entity. The idea is that the absence of discrimination
in law or practicebetween foreign anddomestic institutions promotes
competitive equality between the two.

But the difficulty comes in determining like circumstances and
national treatment poses special difficultieswhen foreignanddomestic
banking structures differ significantly. The rules may not differentiate
between domestic and foreign firms, but they have different impacts
upon the two. Interest-rate ceilings, prohibitions upon combining
bankingwith insurance andsecurities,andrestrictionsupon branching
for example, may hinder banks from freer markets. National treatment
is also a narrow concept, for there are no mechanisms embodied in
it whereby the different regulatory structures are directly put to a
market test.

These inadequacies are clearly revealed in the North American
context. Both CUSTA and NAF~Aare built around national treat-
ment. Under CUSTA, Canada discriminated in favor of U.S. banks
vis-à-vis other foreign banks by waiving various asset, ownership and
branching limitations upon U.S. banldng operations in Canada in
return for a promise that Canadian institutions would benefit from
future liberalization of the U.S. domestic market. When the U.S.
Treasury banking reform package lapsedin 1991, theexpected returns
failed to materialize. In the meantime, the Canadians had instituted
their own reforms with the 1991 Bank Act. Banks in Canada now
have wider powers than banks in the United States. As a result of
this disparity, U.S.banks gainmore from national treatment in Canada
than Canadian banks receive in the United States (Canadian Bankers
Association 1991).

Under NAFFA, the Canadian banks wanted national treatment,
which they see as working in American interests, supplemented by
some form of symmetry or principle of comparable market access.
This is the notion that“the concessions or powers granted to a foreign
bank in its operations in the host country must be roughly equivalent
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to those in the bank’s home country” (Ibid: 8). In effect Canada
sought, unsuccessfully, better than national treatment for its banks.
This would have meant the United States accepting within its borders
some firms operating under different regulatory rules—something
which the Japanese have done for U.S. banks.6

Canadian banks are not alone in havingconcerns about regulatory
developments in the United States. For decades U.S. banks have
participated extensively in the financial markets of other countries,
employing well-established branch networks and conducting securi-
ties, life insurance andother financial activities that are still not permis-
sible in the United States. In terms of both branching and activities
restrictions upon banks, the United States is increasingly an outlier
amongst OECD countries.

Mutual Recognition. The concept of mutual recognition is apower-
ful and liberalizing one which goes well beyond national treatment.
It is based on home-country rules. Each country maintains its own
regulatoryapproach, but whenallowingan institutionto operate within
its borders, a country recognizes as valid for its territory the laws,
regulations, and administrative procedures of the institution’s home
country, and allows the institution to operate under them. At the same
time, it pledges not to invoke differences between its own laws and
those of the area members so as to restrict the free access of foreign
enterprises to its national markets. This means that the country may
be agreeing to offer treatment which is more favorable than the
treatment accorded to its own institutions in their home market.

Such differences of treatment are embodied in the provisions of
the European single financial market with respect to the operation
of branches in intra-European markets. This enabled the member
countries to avoid the time-consuming search for complete uniformity.
Instead, by being willing to ratiFy the regulatory decisions of other
countries when allowing establishment, firms operating under differ-
ent regulatory regimes can co-exist. It is thisprocess of putting regula-
tory structures to a direct market test which distinguishes mutual
recognition from the concept which emerged in the GAIT negotia-
tions on trade in services, that of effective market access.

Effective MarketAccess. This concept combines the standard GAIT
principles of most-favorednation, national treatment, non-discrimina-
tion andtransparency witha“progressive liberalization oflaws, regula-

~apaneseauthorities grant licenses to securities affiliates of foreign banks, provided that
theparent bank holds no more than 50 percent of theequity ofthe affiliate. Consequently,
American andEuropean banks arepermitted toconduct securitiesbusiness in Japan through
such affiliates—a privilege denied to the European securities affiliates of Japanese banks.
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tions and administrative guidelines relating to banking and other
financial services.”7 It is one of the newer principles seeking to go
beyond national treatment, based around the argument, noted above,
that national treatment may be too narrow a concept when applied
to thecaseof foreignbanking organizations entering ahighly-regulated
financial system; in effect, the extent of adjustment needed by the
entrant is so large as to constitute acompetitive distortion andmarket
barrier, and some liberalization of the regulatory structure is needed
if there is to be meaningful market entry. The General Agreement
on Trade in Services calls for successive rounds of negotiations to
bring about the liberalization. In this sense, the concept of effective
market access is a multilateral equivalent to the regulatory con-
vergence implicit in the EU’s mutual recognition and minimum
harmonization.

Minimum Harmonization. Mutual recognition has far-reaching con-
sequences for markets because it means that national regulators are
surrendering sovereignty not to some overriding federal body, but to
regulators of other member states, giving rise to competition among
regulations. Naturally, countries are unlikely to recognize rules which
are seen to violate necessaiy minimum standards, leading to uniform
legislationon certain fundamentalmatters. Such minimumharmoniza-
tion ensures that the most basic rules to which firms must comply
are identical throughout the market. Mutual recognition then means
that member states are recognizing the remaining national rules of
other states as equivalent to their own; it is these rules which are
subject to the market test.

Regulatory Issues

The process of minimum harmonization requires that interested
parties identil~’those regulations deemed necessary to protectdeposi-
tors, prevent systemic risk and thus ensure the safety and soundness
of the payments mechanism and/or financial system, and to foster
competitionandan efficientallocation of savings and investment. The
difficulty is that countries have different views about how extensive
these need to be.

Anumberofeconomists havequestionedwhether bankswarrant the
attention from government that they have received (see, for example,
Capie and Wood 1991). Nevertheless, the notion that banldng and
finance are somehow special is strongly entrenched.8 Every country

7Statement of the Trade Negotiations Committee ofthe GAIT Uruguay Round, Montreal,
8 December 1988. Reported in Focus 61 (May 1983): 15—16.
81n particular, Gerald Corrigan (1983, 1986) has argued that banks remainspecial.
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has a banking system (whereas not every countryhas a steel or motor
industry); in most countries—New Zealand is a notable exception—
banks are mainly owned and run by nationals (sometimes govern-
ments); and in most banking systems, public confidence is ensured
by collective support mechanisms (e.g., deposit insurance, central
banking).

It is also the case that extensive regulation of banks remains: entry
into banking is supervised; business is restricted by anumberof asset-
composition guidelines; output is constrained by capital-gearingratios;
safety standards are set; and rules govern banks’ ownership linkswith
other institutions. To this list can be added the adoption of the Basle
capital adequacy ratios by most OECD member countries, a process
which has been referred to as re-regulation.

In fact, thedecade ofthe 1980s wasnotso much one ofderegulation,
but rather one when the regulatory rules were rewritten, the “age of
regulatory reform” (Button and Swann 1989). Regulatory reform is
a better description than deregulation which implies the complete
abandonment of regulation instead of selective removal andashifting
emphasis. Much of what passes for deregulation consists of a change
from regulatoryto market actions andwithin the categoryofregulatory
actions, from structural controls to conductand protective measures,
as the authorities adaptmonetary controls in an altered environment.
This is because regulatory controls often perform a number of func-
tions, as shown inTable 2. The table considers a number of commonly
used regulatory tools and seeks to identiFy for each the principal aim
along with the subsidiary goals or byproducts. Thus liquidity ratios,
whiéh were imposed mainly for monetary policy purposes, may have
served to re-assure depositors and thus bolster confidence in banks.
Interest rate ceilings were used to facilitatethe operation of monetary
policy, but they also prevented competition for deposits of the sort
which took place by U.S. savings and loan associations in the early
1980s. Close quantitative restrictions over bank lending acted as a
substitute for bankers’ ownprudence, soregulatedbankswere gener-
allysafe lenders. In thenewframework, capital adequacy ratiosostensi-
bly reinforce bankers’ caution, but also act as the principal constraint
upon banks’ balance-sheet expansion. Further, by giving a low risk
weighting to government securities, thenew standards may also serve
to direct bank resources into the financing of public sector deficits.

Nevertheless, important changes to liberate financial markets have
taken place in industrial countries. Controls over interest rates have
been either removed or lightened. Selective controls upon consumer
installmentcredit andlending directivesare little used. Long-standing
divisions between banking andother financial institutions are coming
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TABLE 2
CLASSIFICATION OF FINANCIAL REGULATION

Interest Rate Controls
Lending Controls, Reserve

Requirements
Prudential Controls

Supervision of Balance Sheets and
Lending Policies

Deposit Protection Schemes
Product Market Barriers

Specialization of Banks
Separation of BankinVSecurities/

Insurance
Restriction of Range of Markets

Business Policies
Bank-commerce Ownership ‘Links
Cartel-merger Policies
Information Disclosure

International Barriers
Cross-border Capital Controls
Control of Cross-border Financial

Services
Restrictions on External Location
Restriction on Establishment by

Foreign Institutions

0

0
0

O

0

0
o 0

0
tTj

O

O

•
O

•
O

z
•
O

Stability of
Payments
System

Stability of
Financial
System

Investor
Protection

Competitive
Efficiency

Monetaiy
Control

0 0
0

•
0

0
•

0

•

0
0

0

0

0

+

0

0

0

0
•

• Represents principal aim of controL 0 Represents subsidiary goal or byproduct.
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down. Barriers to the participation of foreign financial firms in domestic
markets have been lowered. Exchange controls and restrictions upon
capital movementshavebeen eased, although cross-borderconstraints
upon insurance and pension fund portfolios remain. Access of foreign
borrowers to national capital markets is much freer.

The extent of financial liberalization is, however, far from uniform.
The regulatory divergences across countries are not qualitatively dif-
ferent from those in the markets of the EU, and might be resolved
in much the same ways. The administrative barriers which impede
the free supply of services across Europe are to be removed through
a combination of minimum harmonization and mutual recognition.
Certain restrictions are placed uponbanks’ activities in order to qualif~r
for the ‘common passport’ which allows the bank to branch across
the union.9 Thereafter, regulatory convergence is brought about by

two factors: mutual recognition and competition among regulators. A
country is free to institute standards more stringent than those speci-
fied in the minimum harmonization rules, but the standards apply
only to the operations of its home banks; their firms will prosper if
higher standards are valued by the market. Regulation more lax than
in other countries could arise where standards have not been harmo-
nized; these firms will gain thebusiness of those unconcerned by the
lower standards. At the same time, services can be exported and
imported freely across national borders from countries both inside
and outside the group. The effect is to allow a variety of regulatory
norms to co-exist within the financial markets of the EU. In this way,
transactors’ freedom to choose the desired mode of financing and
type of financial firm withwhich to dealwill to a large degree decide
what types of regulations prevail.

Much the same forces can be seen to operate internationally. Some
form of mutual recognition is implicit whenever a foreign bank is
allowed to enter a country’s financial markets. Most prudential rules
make sense only when related to the entire, world-wide business of
a bank. Capital adequacyis an example, and ratherthan re-regulation,
theBasle standard might be viewed more optimistically as themultilat-
eral equivalentofthe minimumharmonization and regulatory conver-
gence implicit in the EU’s home-countryrules. Much like theapplica-
tion of speed or alcohol limits on the roads, the standards impose
collective restraints but otherwise preserve rights of access. A certain
guarantee against heavy-handed regulation comes from the globaliza-

°Theseare contained in directiveswhich regulateminimum standards for a banking license,
consolidated supervision, published accounts, supervision over major shareholders and
participation In non-banks, andcapital adequacy requirements.
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lion of financial markets and the regulatory arbitrage that it permits.
When banks are able, through their overseas operations, to choose
the most favorable regulatory environment for any line of business,
a government’s monopoly of regulation is eroded. The existence of
competing regulatory norms also leadsto someprivatization ofregula-
tion by rating agencies, bank analysts, auditors, and various profes-
sional bodies. A furtherelement of market discipline comes from the
co-insurance inherent in a thicker layer of capital, shifting part of
the burden of supervision from the regulatory authorities and onto
the market.

Financial Integration and the Balance of Payments
Financial liberalization and the increased integration of banldng

and capital markets, either globally or across free-trade areas, have
important implicationsfor economicpolicy andexchange rate determi-
nation. Because of the competitive threat of offshore banking, mone-
tary policy mechanisms which involve a tax effect are of limited use.
Currency substitution mayyet restrict further the utility of domestic
money-supply targeting. Policymakers may also findthemselves in the
unfamiliar position of having the capital account drive the current
account, rather than the reverse causation implied in old Keynesian
models, and this can lead to policy confusion about the balance of
payments.

Payments Imbalances
With the onset of floating exchange rates in 1973, the current

account replaced the overall balance of payments as an indicator of
the need for adjustment in a country’s macroeconomic policies.’°A
current-account deficit is the deficiency between exports and other
overseas earnings, and imports but it is also the difference between
a country’sdomestic investment and savings. In the newenvironment
of international financial laissez faire (Corden 1983), saving andinvest-
ment decisionsare madeby ‘consenting adults’who, wemust presume,
know what they are doing. The current-account surplus or deficit
simply reflects, in the aggregate, these individual saving and invest-
ment decisions.

10See Salop andSpitaller (1980). Thecurrent account Is a leading variable amongthe list of

Indicators for disciplininginternational policycoordination (see e.g., CrockettandGoldstein
1987); and current-account developments, actual andprospective, are a prominent compo-
nent In the IMF’s conjunctural review and medium-term projections in its annual World
Economic Outlook
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Three equivalent definitions can be provided for a current-account
deficit (CAD):

CAD —Z-X=K-Mes
CAD = (C + I + G) — Y
CAD = (I — S) — (T — C)

The first is obtainedfrom thebalance-of-payments identityanddefines
the current-accountdeficit as the private capital inflowandborrowings
from overseas (K) net of the authorities’ addition to international
reserves (iS.Res). The secondexpression relates thedeficit to theexcess
of absorption, A= C +I+ C, over domestic income (Y). In the third
equality, thecurrent-account deficit is presentedas equal to theexcess
of private sector investment (I) over private sector savings (S) and
the government budget surplus (T—G).

During the late 1980s and early 1990s the main current account
deficits were accountedfor by theAnglo-Saxoncountries—theUnited
States, Britain, Canada, Australia, andNew Zealand. Policy discussion
invariably centered around a number of national issues. One strand
emphasized the need for overseas borrowings to finance the adverse
growth of imports relative to exports, and questioned whether the
borrowings were desirable or sustainable. Another focused on the
trend of spending relative to domestic production, with the current-
account deficit sometimes simply equated with a national price-level
or inflation rate which was toohigh. However, the developments must
also be seen against the backdropof the removalof exchange controls,
deregulation of credit in the banking and financial system, and
increased financial integrationatregional andglobal levels. The deficits
that acountry incurson thecurrentaccount ofthebalanceofpayments
must of course be matched by surpluses on the part of countries
withwhich it has trading and financial relationships. These individual
national relationships form part of a global pattern andcan be under-
stood only within the framework of a general equilibrium involving
the spending and saving decisions of nationals of many countries;

In models of intertemporal equilibrium (e.g., Sachs 1981; Frenkel
andRazin 1987), theprice of present consumption in terms of future
consumption is the real rate of interest, which will be the higher the
stronger the community’s preference for present goods. But individu-
als have very different sets of preferences for present and future
goods, and by means of the exchange of financial assets they may
trade present current-account deficits/surpluses for future surpluses!
deficits in much the same way as they trade goods and services. It
then follows that ifthe comparative advantages in present and future
goods differ widely across countries (as they surely do between, say,
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Japan andtheUnited States) then even large current-payments imbal-
ances among countries can persist, contrary to those views that focus
only on the current transactions of the balance of payments. Neither
thesupposed prodigality of some nations, nor the thriftiness of others,
should serve as thenorm ofinternationally responsible behavior, since
presumably citizens of the countries can be adjudged to be making
decisions which accord with their own best interests.

What further follows is that if such imbalances are to be reduced,
it is not sufficientto correct the imbalances resulting from merchandise
and service-trade flows, ignoring the disparities betweennational pref-
erences for present and future goods; the current-account balance,
however defined, can no longer be reliably targeted by traditional
instruments such as monetary policy. Suppose, for example, that it is
the capital account that overshoots; that is, more capital is brought
in than is required to finance a given current-account.deficit. If the
authorities, fearing thatthe resulting current appreciationwouldwiden
the deficit, jam on the monetary brakes andpush up interest rates in
an attempt to control the deficit by dampening domestic demand,
they only make things worse by encouraging capital inflows.

Viewed in this global setting, the use of macro- andmicro-policies
purely to reducethe size of the current-accountdeficit to some tolera-
ble level is neither practicable nor desirable. Given the level ofworld
saving, investment expenditures for any one countrywill be governed
by the marginal productivity of capital domestically relative to that of
other countries, the current-account imbalance always matching ex
post the gap between domestic investment and saving. Reduction of
the current-account deficit below that level would reduce economic
welfare both in that country and the world. Those who frown upon
current-account surpluses or deficits are saying that there should not
be any net international lending or borrowing.

The process of global financial integration snakes the essential
assumptions of intertemporal theory more nearly realistic and the
policy conclusion succinctly put by Richard Cooper (1981: 269)
more relevant:

In the context of overall savings-investment analysis, countries
should nottake anyparticular view oftheir current account positions
at all. Some will draw savings from the rest of the world, others
will invest in the rest of the world. Nothing is wrong with this. It
is as it should be.

The conclusion is that the authorities should confine themselves to
the taskof monitoringtheinternal balance, leaving the current-account
imbalance and the level ofprivatedebt to adjust to their policy setting.
It is in this policy sense that the deficit “does not matter”.
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Exchange Rates
The processes outlined above imply that any increase in spending

and decrease in saving by the deficit countries reflects a decrease in
spending and increase in savingby the surpluscountries. Totheextent
that such changes simultaneously alter both the capital-account and
the current-accountbalances, the international economy is spared the
shocks of exchange rates adjusting too sharply to bring about short-
term adjustments to trade flows. The clearest illustration of such a
smooth payments mechanism (where adjustment costs are either
absent or minimal) is an association of regional economies in amone-
tary regime with a single currency. In a regional payments system, a
member economy may indeed sustain current-account deficits with
other regions more or less indefinitely, since the deficits are always
automatically financed by capital inflows from the other partners. It
wouldbe regardedas the height ofabsurdity, for example, for Califor-
nia to worry about its stateof payments with other parts of theunion.
One reason is because the free movement of goods and labor across
state borders helps keep regional prices andwage costs in line with
those of other states, so that differences in competitiveness which
give rise to trade imbalances are less likely to occur.

But the main reason why regional payments imbalances are
ignored—to the extent that there is no attempt to even keep statistics
on them—comes from the high substitutability between financial
claims issued in the different regions. In response to a payments
deficit, members of a region issue liabilities or draw down assets, or
do both, in.order to finance the imbalance. If the securities were
exactly those which members of the surplus regions wanted to buy,
their prices would remain unchanged, and the current-account dis-
equilibrium would be exactly matched by offsetting transactions on
the asset account which left the local economies unaffected. In prac-
tice, not all assets are readily transferable (for example,real property).
Nevertheless, relatively minor changes are likely tooccur in the prices
of those assets which are free to move between regions.

This processcan conceivably continue until lenders in other regions
are unwilling to lend further, or members of the region run out of
assets which can be sold off or borrowed against. Most likely, well
before these limits are reached, andin response to thegrowing repay-
ment burden and decline in net assets and wealth, members of the
region will revise their economic plans, cut costs and prices, thereby
adjusting expenditures and correcting the imbalance of payments.
Notably, this correction is brought about without government inter-
vention. It is prompted by no more than the self-orientated behavior
of individuals andfirms looking to their financial positions in response
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to changes in the physical quantities of the assets in their portfolios.
And it may involve little in the way of changes in asset prices so long
as members of the deficit regions and financial intermediaries hold
largestocksoftransferable assets, andportfoliopreferences are region-
ally unbiased.

Something aldn to these results obtains for a currency union of
sovereignstates whose currencies are pegged unalterably against each
other. A historical analogue of such a system is the gold standard.
Fixity of exchange rates promoted a high degree of integration of
goods markets sothatprices for tradable goods moved broadly in step
with purchasing power parity. At the same time the gold standard
was an era ofunimpeded international capital movementswithcapital
naturally flowing to regions with high economic returns (Feldstein
and Horioka 1980; Bayoumi 1989).

A currency area such as the present European Monetary System
(EMS) is different again. So long as each member-nation retains
completepolitical sovereignty overits moneysupply, differential rates
ofinflation will makeperiodic exchange rateadjustments amongmem-
bers inevitable, thus introducing exchange risk. The distribution of
saving andinvestment over the whole region will then be conditioned
by what view the different transactors take of exchange risk; thus,
chronic deficits of, say, Portugal may make German nationals very
unwilling to invest in that country if they wish to consume the fruit
of their savings somewhere else. In order to overcome the currency
risk and all other factors making for a lack of substitutability between
claims on the different countries, interest rates in the deficit country
must rise, forcing some of theadjustment onto theprices of domestic
assets, credit conditions, and incomes and expenditures.

Nevertheless, the general point remains. The growth of interna-
tional banking, together with the liberalization and globalization of
securities markets, can be seen as taldng theexisting modes ofinterna-
tional adjustment some way toward the situations above and seem
likely to have altered, in a fundamental way, modes of exchange rate
behavior. When Milton Friedman (1953), James Meade (1955), Harry
Johnson (1969), and others presented the case for flexible exchange
rates, theyenvisaged thattrade flows woulddominate foreign exchange
markets, so that trade imbalances andpurchasing-power paritywould
enable speculators to judge whether the exchange rate was high or
low, and so stabilize its behavior. Now trade surpluses and deficits
are being balancedtoalarge degree by flows ofprivate capital, as under
interregional adjustment. To that extent, the need for movements in
exchange rates to bring about short-run adjustments to trade flows is
largelyobviated. Exchange rates will be responding more to lenders’
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preferences for assets denominated in the various currencies than to
the trade flows which supply the assets; herewe have the basic insight
of asset approaches to exchange-rate determination.

Some entities will have a surplus of savings over investment, while
others will have more investment opportunities than theycan finance
and if the area of integration crosses national boundaries, savings
and borrowings will also cross national boundaries, sometimes for
substantial periods of time. Limits to financing exist internationally
as they do domestically, depending on the stocks of internationally
transferable assets andthe attitudes of borrowing and lending entities
to a wide range of economic and financial parameters: private credit
can finance deficits up to thepoint when creditors judge their debtors’
positions as being too risky. Currency risk adds an extra dimension,
and this leads us into the question of monetary integration.

Monetary Integration
Trade, financial integration, andmonetary integration are discussed

in one breath in the European context, but, in principle, they are
separable. Substantial trade can take place under freely floating rates,
as now occurs between Canada andthe United States, while virtually
complete financial integration of money markets can exist alongside
flexible rates, as shownby the Eurocurrency markets. Yet manywould
question whether a truly free economic market can exist between
countries without a common currency, or fixed exchange rates, to
facilitate cross-border trade and investment and intensif~’financial
links. As Alan Greenspan (1991: 2—3) notes, “Since the United States
is both a free trade zone and a single currency zone, 1 cannot dismiss
the proposition that a single currency is an important ingredient in a
successful free trade zone.”

Moves towards increased monetary integration between two or
more countries can occur in a number of stages. One country may
simplygivealargeweight in its monetarymanagement to the exchange
rate of the other country—much as Canada does already with the
U.S. dollar. Next a country may unilaterally peg its exchange rate to
that of the other country or, like Mexico, fix the speed of a crawling
peg link. At the next leveL the exchange rate may be jointly set and
varied only bycommon consent, as in the Exchange Rate Mechanism
of the EMS. The peg could be soft or hard, the latter implying a
nearlypermanent link. The exchange rate might thenbe permanently
fixed. Finally, there is a currency union with a single currency and a
common central bank.
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Exchange Rate Systems
Fixed parities are regarded as desirable because it is believed that

they offer internationally much the same benefits which come in
domestic markets from having a uniform national currency. There
are economies of information in having acommon medium of quota-
tion. As aunit ofaccount, moneyis needed forpricing commodities and
services, for valuing aggregates,and for making thepricecomparisons
needed for international tradeandfinance. Flows ofgoods andservices
should be governed by price- and cost-levels and changes in these,
otherwise a country’s comparative advantage cannot be known; simi-
larly, capital transactions should be determined by interest-rate differ-
entials. These calculations ought not to be disruptedbymajor fluctua-
tions in exchange rates. Transactions as well as calculation costs are
reduced by having a single medium of exchange. Finally, having a
common standardof deferred payments andthereduction ofexchange
rate risk facilitates long-term planning and the entering into long-
term contracts.

Admittedly, fixed exchange rates are not the same as a common
international currency. Nevertheless, as we move from floating
exchange rates as experienced since 1971 to credibly fixed exchange
rates, asunder the classical gold standard, information costs, transac-
tions costs, and exchange rate uncertainty can be expected to fall
commensurately. Undertheclassical gold standardtherewasno essen-
tial distinctionbetweendomestic andinternationalmoney. Gold coins
circulated freely in the major countries and gold formed the basis, if
not the actual means, for the settlement of international transactions.
By contrast, under the present ‘non-system’ there is no recognized
international money as such and a variety of different national fiat
currencies contribute to the international money supply and serve as
standards for international trade and capital transfers. These are the
two polar cases and the ranking of the other actual and potential
systems compared in Table 3—the gold exchange standard, Bretton
Woods, the EMS and European Monetary Union (EMU)—depend
much on their perceived characteristics andworkings. The table com-
pares thevarious systemsin termsofexchange rates, reserves, inflation
control and monetary independence.

The basic case against joining anysort offixed exchange rate regime
is that while acountry retains all of its existing policy targets, it loses
the exchange rate as a shock absorber, through variations in which
the objectives may be achieved. Put another way, it would seem that
adding the exchange rate to the list of policy objectives ‘uses up’ a
policyinstrument. Forreasons now to be explained, any such counting
rule argument needs to be treatedwith care, since the transition from
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one regime to another seems likely to alter market mechanisms (the
Lucas critique) andmayenhance theworkingofother policymeasures.

Exchange rate adjustment is not necessary for external equilibria
if wages and prices are flexible enough to move up and down in
response to economic shocks (Mundell 1961). Nor does exchange rate
devaluation shelter those involved from reductions in real incomes
and loss ofspending power. Ratherit is a device for achieving flexibility
of real wages and debts more conveniently when prices and wages
gearedto the local currencyare sticky: conditionswhich apply to large
economies with a low degree of openness to trade. In the context of
integrated markets and the loss of currency illusion, the effectiveness
of the exchange rate weapon is reduced; nominal exchange rates may
feed quickly into home prices, creating demands for a further dose
of devaluation. There are also some other consequences from the loss
ofthe exchange rate instrument to be taken into account. Eliminating
or reducing exchange rate risk in financing decisions makes it easier
to finance regional payments imbalances, since debt in one currency
is more nearly a perfect substitute for debt in another country.

Changingtheexchange rate regime alsoalters thenature of inflation
control. Onewayofthinkingabout the implications for inflation control
is to note that whether its exchange rate is fixed or floating acountry
is still responsible for its inflation performance. The issue is whether
to do so bymeans of internal or external stabilization. Internal stabili-
zatkm of the value of money means keeping the purchasing power
of national money reasonably stable in terms of goods and services
on domestic markets, disconnecting domestic prices from external
developments. Thus the freeing of monetary policy under flexible
exchange rates makes each country’s inflation rate depend essentially
on its own national policy (we ignore here complications posed by
currency substitution).”Externalstabilization involves fixing thevalue
of thedomestic monetary unit relative to foreignmoneys and foreign
prices. The requirement of balance of payments equilibrium without
unlimited reserves means that the quantity of (base) money can no
longer be used for inflation control. But this sacrifice of monetary
autonomy serves to tie the country’s inflation rate to that of the fixed
exchange rate system.’2

11Under floating rates, the more the portfolios of transactors are diversified among highly
substitute assets denominated In different currencies (i.e.. the greaterIs currency substitu-
tion), the more the price level In any country becomes the result of the joint outcome of
the monetarypolicies of all countries, as under fixed rates.
‘2Robert Mundell (1969) argued that the true instruments for the respective regimes are
the price andquantity of money. The exchange rate, according to Mundell, defines the
price of one money in terms of others. Under flexible rates, this price adjusts to bring
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Fixity of exchange rates under external stabilization is not in itself
sufficient for pricestability. Somecommon anchor is needed to ensure
thatnominal aswellas relativeprice stability results fromthe common
stance of monetary policy. Astable fulcrum could be provided by an
outside asset or commodity such as gold, a national currency such as
the dollar or Deutschmark, a created reserve currency such as the
Special DrawingRight, or a group of national currencies. Where there
is one countrywhose monetary policy serves as the anchor, monetary
regimes are sometimes characterized in terms of ‘hegemons’ and
‘implicit contracts’ (Frenkel and Goldstein 1988). On this interpreta-
tion, as theproviderofthekey currency in theBrettonWoodsSystem,
the United States had an obligation to peg the price of the dollar to
gold and conduct stable policies. Other countries accepted dollar
leadership to gainthe benefits ofhaving a stable international money.
The system began to break down in 1968 when the link to gold came
under doubtand the subsequent dollar fiat standard fragmentedwhen
the United States was seen as generating inflation rather than price
stability.

The succeeding ‘non-system’ can also be interpreted in this vein.
Despite having no acknowledged leader, the anchor comes from
national policies and especially those of the United States, Germany,
and Japan which form the major trading blocs. Success of the system
required that these countries follow cohesive, stable macroeconomic
policies with stabilityof exchange rates emergingas abyproduct, and
this can be looked upon as its implicit contract. When huge trade
imbalances andexchange rate fluctuationsput the systemunder strain,
pressures developed both for a new implicit contract in terms of the
Plaza Agreement and Louvre Accords, and for stability through other
mechanisms such as the EMS and other regional trade arrangements.

Tripolar Currency Zones?

Here we return to the question of whether the formation of free
trade areas may signal the development of currency zones and a
tripolar international monetary system. There are historical parallels
which can be cited, for earlier monetary regimes such as the gold
standard were far from universal. An international gold standard was
not in place until 1879 and then only the United States, Britain,
and Germany permitted full and automatic convertibility. France,

about equilibrium in the balance of payments, while the quanitty of money is used as the
Instrument for achieving the desired rate of inflation. On the other hand, under a fixed
exchange rate regime the priceof money is used to tie domestic prices to externalprices,
whilethe quantity ofmoney mustbe varied to keep thebalance ofpayments in equilibrium.
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Belgium, Italy, Greece, and Switzerland constituted the Latin Mone-
tary Unionandwere effectively on ‘limping standards’. Sweden, Den-
mark, and Norway formed the Scandinavian MonetaryUnion. There
were also countries on asilver standard, notably China andIndia. As is
thecasenow, small countries usually linked themselves to a convertible
currency or had inconvertible currencies. For most of the 1930s and
during the Bretton Woods era, the Sterling Area operated and
included, at one time or another, Britain and the Commonwealth
(excluding Canada), the Scandinavian countries, Iceland, Japan,
Argentina, Egrpt, and Turkey. Free movements of capital tookplace
within the area, and exchange controls and trade restrictions were
applied to other countries. These various sub-systemswere motivated
by a mixture of factors, including reserve-pooling and trade.

In at least one respect, it is difficult to see howafree trade agreement
such as NAFTA can avoid some discussion of monetary issues.
Exchange rates can be used as means of trade protection, so that
countries in an FFA cannot disregard what happens with exchange
ratepolicies. (For instance, article 107 ofthe Treatyof Rome declares
that each member state must treat its policy with regard to exchange
rates as a matter of common concern.) Also, movements of capital
andfinancial services associated with financial liberalization have con-
sequences for exchange rate management. But there is a more compel-
ling reason. Two-way flows of foreign direct investment between the
United States and Canada increased substantially once the CUSTA
negotiations began as companies positioned themselves to operate in
a larger and more competitive market. Similarly, progress toward
NAFTA has been accompanied by a record increase in U.S. direct
investment in Mexico. Such flows, along with increased trade, expand
the groups which are exposed to exchange rate movements andwiden
the support basis for more predictable (and less costly) monetary
exchanges.

In other respects, the arguments for a common currency at the
level of an FTA parallel those given above. They stem from the
stimulus to intra-areatrade by doing awaywithcostly currency conver-
sions, from eradicating exchange rate uncertainty, and by allowing
savings and investment to flow more freely. The promotionof trade,
in turn, leads to greater competition and increased specialization in
areas of comparative advantage, assisting the integration of regions
of the FTA into a single, efficient economic market.

Consideringthe three zones, establishmentof aEuropean currency
zone—perhaps amongst an inner core of EU countries—still seems
the most likely, notwithstanding recent upheavals in the exchange
rate mechanism of the EMS. By far the least probable is an East
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Asian trade and currency zone. Trade in East Asia is strongly inter-
regional, representing over 32 percent of exports in 1990, and there
hasbeen a steadyincrease in theyen’s use for the invoicingoftrade and
finance in the region, and in some countries’ exchange rate policies,
although most generally link their currencies to the U.S. dollar, not
to the yen (see Frankel 1993). Japan is also quietly replacing the
United States as the key partner in the development of East Asia in
aid, trade and direct investment, but this is not the result of any
deliberate policy initiatives by the Japanese government which has
generally resisted internationalization of the yen.

A common currency for North Americaseems an unlikely develop-
ment just now, although some nearly fixed exchange rate link—a tie
facto dollar bloc—is not improbable in view of the óloseness of trade
links (in 1990, Mexicoexported 71 percent of its goods to the United
States and Canada). In many respects, .the position of Canada and
Mexico relative to the United States in NAFTA seems not unlike that
oftheNordic countries vis-à-vis the EU. Theyare also small economies
next to a large neighbor, with which they have opted for free trade
and closer economic integration. To this end monetary policy has
been conducted ~asif they were members, endeavouring to eliminate
exchange rate variability relative to the EU. As economic integration
in NAF’FA increases, the pressures for exchange rate stability may
grow. Paul Volcker, for one, has predicted a fixed exchange rate link
between the peso, the U.S. dollar and the Canadian dollar by 1996
(Volcker 1991).

Are Fixed Parities Possible?
The Nordic example, and the EMS itseW illustrate the clifliculty

of maintaining a credible commitment to fixed parities. The policy
dilemma can be described in terms of the ‘inconsistent quartet’ of
desirables for international economic relations: namely fixed exchange
rates, free trade, full mobility ofcapital, andan independent monetary
policy (Wallich 1972). At best only three of the four can be achieved.
Under the gold standard, monetary autonomy was sacrificed. Archi-
tects of the Bretton Woods System envisaged that official controls
over capital flows would reconcile the inconsistency. The EMS also
began with extensive restrictions on capital movements in place. With
their removal, (most) member states accepted that the scope for
monetarypolicy independence hadto go. But this surrender of sover-
eignty was not believed by the markets and government resolve was
eventually put to the test and found wanting.

One response might be simply to dismiss fixed exchange rates as
a constraint on the free working of markets. But that is to ignore that
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under the gold standard there co-existed fixed parities, extensive free
banking, andthe free movementof capital. Perhaps thesheer volume
of internationally transferable funds creates a new problem, yet that
ignores the fact that capital flows were extensive in the gold standard
era. How was it possible to stabilize exchange rates within narrow
bandsunder the gold standard? Muchrested on themystique of gold:
countries on gold were expected to be so forever, and moreover at
the sameparity. When countries did suspend convertibility temporar-
ily (e.g., the United States during the Greenback era, Britain in the
Napoleonic wars andafter theFirst World War), such was the attach-
ment to the historic parities that resumption took place at the old
levels. The pound effectively had the same official metallic value
from 1717 to 1931, the dollar from 1834 to 1934. As people became
convinced of the fixity of rates, the process became self-reinforcing
and, to borrowSirRoyHarrod’s (1969) description, capital movements
were helpful to the authorities when protecting parity.13

The perceived permanence of the arrangements, including the
parities, is nowhere more eloquently described than in Keynes
(1919: 9—10):

The inhabitant of London could order by telephone, sipping his
morning tea in bed, the various products of the whole earth, and
in such quantity as he might see fit, and reasonably expect their
early delivery upon his doorstep; he could at the same moment and
by the same means adventure his wealth in the natural resources
and new enterprises of any quarter of the world, and share,without
exertion or even trouble, in their prospective fruits and advantages;
or he could decide to couple the security of his fortunes with the
good faith ofthe townspeople of any substantial municipality in any
continent that fancy or information might recommend. He could
secure forthwith, Ifhe wished it, cheap and comfortable means of
transit to any country or climate without passport or other formality,
could despatch his servant to the neighboring office of a bank for
such supply of the precious metals as might seem convenient, and
could thenproceed abroad to foreign quarters, without knowledge
of their religion, language, or customs, bearing coined wealth upon
his person, and wouldconsider himself greatly aggrieved and much
surprised at the least interference. But, most important of all, he
regarded this state of alTairs as normal, certain, and permanent,
except in the direction of further improvement, and any deviation
from it as aberrant, scandalous, and avoidable.

This mystique has gone’4 and perhaps with it the possibility of
achievinganon-political monetary solution. Agovernment canjettison

‘3Striking evidence of the stability of exchanges under the gold standard is presented by

Alberto Ciovannlni (1992).
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a commodity standard if it gets in the way and it can agree to abide
by fixed exchange rates but not follow through with the internal
disciplinewhichis necessary for external stabilization to work. People
have learnt that governments can alter parity, tamper with the rules
ofthegame andchange themonetary system. It follows thathankering
after a non-political mode of inflation control is hopelessly naive:
adopting a monetary reform is a political act; so is continued adher-
ence, in the face of alternatives, to the rules of a new system.

Without a credible commitment to fixed exchange rates—such as
might come from a monetary union which fixes parities irrevocably—
many ofthe benefits of fixed exchange rates discussed above are lost
in the sense that the relevant comparison is then not floating versus
fixed, but between exchange rates that fluctuate daily and those
adjusted by substantial amounts at longer intervals, often after sus-
tained speculative pressures. Floating exchange rates may not be the
best approach, but in such circumstances merely the least bad.

Conclusion
A number of points are suggested by the proceeding analysis:

• A free market in banking andfinancialservices is anatural exten-
sion and complement to free trade in goods and it features in
GATF negotiations, the European single market, and NAFFA.

• Financial integration requires that financial enterprises be
allowed to compete free of price, product, andterritorial restric-
tions. Whilesome financial services can (andare)provided cross-
border without an office in the customer’s country, acommercial
presence is needed for many core banking activities, and rights
of establishment are important.

• National treatment, the cornerstone of U.S. policy, is a narrow
principlç which does not provide effective market access for
foreign banks when there are substantially different regulatory
regimes andmarket practices.The integrationoffinancial services
markets is better promoted by allowing some room for different
regulatory structures to co-existandcompete. This will encourage
regulatory convergence.

• Increased regional and global integration of banking and finance
hasundoubtedlywidened the range ofinternationally transferable
assets and brought financing modes closer to those which typify

‘4ThIs is evidenced by the remark of Sidney Webb (Lord Passfield) following Britain’s
suspension of convertibility in 1931, “Nobody told us we could do this” (quoted by A.J.P.
Taylor 1965).
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a national economy. To that extent, trade imbalances lose their
policy significance andhave thepotential to be corrected without
large exchange rate movements,

• Free trade areas in Europe, North America, and East Asia are
based around the liberalization of trade and services, but seem
likely to work bestwithsome form ofmonetary integrationinvolv-
ing exchange rate harmony. There are historical precedents for
sub-systems within an international monetary, system, and with
or without NAFTA, CanadaandMexico would seem to constitute
part of a dollar bloc.

• Fixed exchange rates are not necessarily at variance with free
markets and offer many of the benefits of a common currency,
butonly ifthey can be maintained credibly. Otherwise the choice
is between (not so) small, continuous movements and larger,
intermittent exchange rate adjustments for which the balance of
benefits and costs is unclear.
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INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL LIBERALIZATION
AND EXCHANGE RATE PoLIcIEs

Anna J. Schwartz

Mervyn K. Lewis’s paper covers a lot of ground. It describes the
course of international financial liberalization during the 1980s as an
extension of free trade in goods and services. The paper speculates
on the shape of the world economy if geographic free trade areas,
such as the European Single Market (ESM), the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), andMean Free Trade Agreement
(AFTA), adopt fixed exchange rates or monetary union within the
regions. Trade and financial integration at the global level might still
develop if the regional blocs did not rule out cooperating with one
another, but it is too earlyto reach a conclusion in this regard.

My comment is organized in three sections. The first one examines
links between trade and financial integration. The second one exam-
ines the relation of financial integration to the balance of payments
and exchange rate policies. The third one examines whether trade
and financial integration foster monetary integration.

Financial Integration and Trade
Lewis is straightforward in tracing the advantages of capital move-

ments across countries comprising a free trade area. He shows that
cross-border finance to domestic banking markets hasgrown in impor-
tance. Foreign-owned banks suppliedalmost half the loans extended
to U.S. companies, booking significant amounts offshore, unlike
domestic-ownedbanks with mainlyonshore loans. The reason for the
difference is that the Fed has urged U.S. banks not to book business
through foreign branches but has not similarly instructed foreign
banks—not a level playing field.
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In outlining sixdifferent approaches to the rights of establishment
of foreign financial institutions in the host country, Lewis illuminates
what an outlier the United States is in imposing a regulatory burden
on its banks. When the establishment rule is national treatment, so
that foreign institutions must adapt to local regulations, U.S. banks
gain from participating in financial markets of other countries, where
they are allowed to branch and engage in securities, life insurance,
and other financial activities not permissible in the United States.
Foreign entities in the United States by the sametoken have to adapt
to restrictive regulations here.

Lewis classifies regulatory controls according to their function in
providing stability to the payments system or the financial system,
investor protection, competitive efficiency, or monetary control. I am
skeptical that these controls actually serve these functions. Lewis
details changingaspectsof financial regulation for each of sevencoun-
tries, and observes that most of these have been eased, although
financial liberalization is far from uniform, He suggests thatglobaliza-
tion of financial markets and regulatory arbitrage give institutions an
opportunity to escape government overregulation. U.S. banks still are
prisoners at home if not abroad of regulatory fetters.

Financial Integration and the Balance of Payments
Lewis next examines the implications for economic policy of

increased integration of banldng and capital markets. The analysis is
first rate. He questions whether it is any longer useful to accept the
distinction between internal and external balance as the appropriate
policy framework. Since thecurrent account surplus or deficit simply
reflects in the aggregate individual saving and investment decisions,
the only reason to regard it as a high priority is externalities in the
borrowing process, which would need to be identified to justii~rinter-
vention. Monetary policy cannot target the current account balance.
If in deficit, attributing it to inflation or excessive liquidity, would lead
the authorities to raise interest rates, but the effect would be to
encourage capital inflows. i~in surplus, attributing it to tight monetary
policy, would lead the authorities to lower interest rates,but theeffect
would be to encourage capital outflows.

Capital market deregulation, moreover, removesprotection oflocal
savers from foreign competition, since residents of surplus countries
can make their savings available in international markets at a higher
interest rate than would be possible under restricted capital move-
ments, and residents of deficit countries can borrow more cheaply.

Since comparative advantage in present and future goods differs
widely across countries, current payment imbalances can persist. It
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is not only imbalances resulting from merchandise and service and
trade flows that need to be reduced but also disparities between
national preferences forpresentandfuture goods. Toobject to current
account deficits is tantamount to objectingto net international lending
or borrowing. Current account imbalances in thissense have nopolicy
significance. Theyhave enormous significance, however, with respect
to the industrial structure of the economy. The U.S. current account
deficit from 1980 to 1985 imposed aburden on exports that fostered
protectionism and foreign exchange market intervention.

I agree with Lewis that there is no case for market failure in the
international savings and investment process. I doubt, however, that
the authorities will therefore monitor the internal balance and pay
no attention to the current account imbalance.

Growth ofinternational banking, accompanied by liberalization and
globalization of securities markets, according to Lewis, has altered
modes of exchange rate behavior. The case for flexible exchange rates
in the 1950s was based on trade flows dominating foreign exchange
markets, so speculators could judge from trade imbalances and pur-
chasing power parity whether the exchange rate was high or low and
so stabilize its behavior. Since funds flow from the surplus to the deficit
regions to finance the imbalance, there is no need for movements in
exchange rates to bring about short-run adjustments to trade flows.
Exchange rates willrespond to lenders’preferences for assets denomi-
nated in various currencies rather than to trade flows whichsupply the
assets. This is truly an asset approach to exchange rate determination.

Private credit can finance deficits up to the point when creditors
judge their debtors’ position toorisky. Lewis judges that currency risk
adds anextradimension to this evaluationbut, as I note in theconclud-
ing section, he exaggerates the importance of currency risk.

Trade, Financial and Monetary Integration
Lewis finds the theoretical charms of fixed exchange rates and a

single world currency more alluring than I do. He asks whether it is
necessary for a common currency or fixed exchange rates to exist in
order to facilitate cross-border trade and investment by nonfinancial
enterprises and intensify financial links. Although he acknowledges
that substantial trade can take place under freely floating exchange
rates and that complete financial integration can exist with flexible
rates, he makestheconcession withwhat seems to me regret. Itwould
be more appealing to Lewis ifmonetaryintegrationcould be achieve4.

He envisions the stages that would follow, starting with indepen-
dently floating exchange rates, leading to monetary integration
between two or more countries. Canada, for example, gives a big
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weight in its monetarymanagement to the U.S. exchange rate. Alterna-
tively, it could presumably unilaterally peg its exchange rate to that
of the United States or fix the speed of a crawlingpeg link. Another
possibility wouldbe to link the exchange rate jointly with that of the
United States and then fix it permanently. The final stage would be
a currency union with a single currency and a common central bank.

Lewis sees reason to welcome loss of theexchange rate instrument
under any sort of fixed exchange rate regime: eliminating or reducing
exchange rate risk in financing regional payments imbalances, “since
debt in one country is more nearly a perfect substitute for debt in
another country.” He notes that fixing exchange rates is not sufficient
for price stability, since monetary policy across the exchange rate
system could be highly inflationary, as happened under Bretton
Woods.

In the “non-system” that followed, according to Lewis, the United
States, Germany, andJapanwere expectedto pursue stable macroeco-
nomic policies that would produce stable exchange rates. Instead,
huge trade imbalances and exchange rate fluctuations put the system
under strain. The result was the Plaza Agreement andLouvreAccord,
and a movement for stability through other mechanisms such as the
European Monetary System (EMS), andregional trade arrangements.

It is not true, however, that the Plaza and Louvre Accords of the
1980s were prompted by the perception that international trade had
been upset, as Lewis states. Ifanything, these agreements were politi-
cal actions in response to political motives, namely, that the United
States was not confronting its current account deficit while other
countries did not have such an option. The political responsebetrayed
a lack of understanding of the view that Lewis has eloquently pre-
sented—a current account deficit is not a policy issue. The U.S.
political response reflected the loss of export markets by the smoke
stack industries.

EMS was a political document to establish a zone of monetary
stability among European currencies. Who can believe that Europe
is moving toward crediblyfixed exchangerates, much less to acommon
international currency? A single market for goods and services does
not require a monetary union. We have the Canadian-U.S. Trade
Agreement (CUSTA) and NAFTA, yet no one believes that Canada,
the United States, and Mexico should form a currency union. Lewis,
however, wonders how a free trade agreement can avoid discussion
of exchange rates. Increased trade, he suggests, expands the groups
whichare exposed to exchange rate movements andwidens thesupport
for more predictable andless costly monetary exchanges. lam unaware
of such discussions in this hemisphere.
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The view that currency risk inhibits trade and therefore that elijni-
nating currency fluctuationswould increase trade among members of
the free trade area is not borne out by the record, Currency risk has
not interfered with spectacular growth in U.S. and Japanese trade
despite volatility of the dollar and yen.

Under a currency union nominal exchange rates cannot adjust to
change the real exchange rate. Domestic prices andwages must change
to achieve the needed change in real exchange rates. Which is the
more desirable adjustment, moving the nominal exchange rate or
domestic prices andwages? Is there any doubt that the United King-
dom and Italyhelped themselves byleaving theExchange RateMecha-
nism (ERM) in 1992 andthat allowinga 15 percent band around the
parities ofmost of the remainingcountries will enable them to attend
to their pressing national priorities?

Lewis does not give adequate attention to the role of economic
shocks that are not uniform among individual countries that adopt a
single currency, and the degree of mobility of the labor force as
imposing disadvantages on a currency union. The advantage of an
independent currency is that it makes possible a countercyclical
domestic monetarypolicy andshifting the real exchange rate without
a corresponding shift in the level of domestic prices.

Lewis dismisses exchange rate adjustments as asolution to changes
in competitiveness in the face of shifts in relative demand between
countries. In integrated markets, he maintains, nominal exchange
rate changes create demands for a further dose of devaluation. His
emphasison reduction in informationandtransactions costs andtrou-
ble and inconvenience from doing away with currency conversions is
belied by the growth of medium and long-term futures markets.

Lewis regards establishment of a European currency zone amongst
an inner core of countries as still most likely, anda nearlypermanently
fixed exchange rate for NorthAmericaas not improbable. I am skepti-
cal on both scores. After suggesting that the relevant comparison is
not floating versus fixed, but between exchange rates that fluctuate
daily and those adjusted by substantial amounts at longer intervals,
oftenafter sustainedspeculative pressures, Lewisconcludes thatunder
the circumstances floating exchange rates may be the least bad
approach. The conclusion, I believe, comes from the head, not the
heart.

In my view free trade is achievable without fixed exchange rates
or monetary union. Fixed exchange rates have economic costs, and
monetary union is a political pipe dream. Currency risk is not an
overwhelming concern of business men.
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